
Read, Write Inc. Book 1A Spelling  

 

Word Time 1  

1. Practise spelling this set of words.  

 You must be able to spell these before completing your next challenge.  
 Remember: Use the look, cover, write, check strategy! 

 Look! Cover! Write!  

at    

dad    

mad    

mat    

sad    

sat    

2.   Complete the sentences by adding the correct word from the list.  

at              dad               mad                  mat              sad                sat 

My ______________________________ sat on the rug.  

The cat sat on the fluffy _________________________.  

My mum was _____________________________ the shop. 

My dad was __________________________  with my mum.  

 I felt __________________________________ with Tim.  

The dog ________________________________ on the mat.  
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3. Challenge! Can you think of your own sentence using these words?  
 Remember: If you can’t say it, you can’t write it!  
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Word Time 2  

1. Practise spelling this set of words.  

 You must be able to spell these before completing your next challenge.  
 Remember: Use the look, cover, write, check strategy! 

 Look! Cover! Write!  

an    

and    

dog    

dig    

gap    

got    

2.   Complete the sentences by adding the correct word from the list.  

an              and              dog                  dig            gap               got 

There was _________________________ ant on my mat.  

The cat sat in the _______________________ on the mat.  

My mum  __________________________ dad were sad.  

My _____________________________ was called Tom.  

 My dad ______________________________ a hat.  

The dog liked to _____________________________. 
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3. Challenge! Can you think of your own sentence using these words?  
 Remember: If you can’t say it, you can’t write it!  
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Word Time 2A 

1. Practise spelling this set of words.  

 You must be able to spell these before completing your next challenge.  
 Remember: Use the look, cover, write, check strategy! 

 Look! Cover! Write!  

in    

it    

on    

pan    

pin    

sit    

2.   Complete the sentences by adding the correct word from the list.  

in           it             on                 pan           pin              sit 

You can _________________________ on the mat. 

The cat sat on a _________________ and it hurt.  

Mum got out the big _______________ to cook.  

The cold tap was _____________.  

 My dad got _____________ the car.  

The tap was on ________ was cold.  
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3. Challenge! Can you think of your own sentence using these words?  
 Remember: If you can’t say it, you can’t write it!  
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Word Time 3 

1. Practise spelling this set of words.  

 You must be able to spell these before completing your next challenge.  
 Remember: Use the look, cover, write, check strategy! 

 Look! Cover! Write!  

bad    

bin    

can    

cat    

cot    

cup    

2.   Complete the sentences by adding the correct word from the list.  

bad          bin            can                cat          cot        cup 

The __________________________ had empty cans in it.  

The ________________________________ sat on the bed.  

The ___________________________ had cold water in it.  

The beans were in a ____________________.  

The baby was in the ______________________.  

Sam was a _________________________ boy.  
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3. Challenge! Can you think of your own sentence using these words?  
 Remember: If you can’t say it, you can’t write it!  
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Word Time 3A 

1. Practise spelling this set of words.  

 You must be able to spell these before completing your next challenge.  
 Remember: Use the look, cover, write, check strategy! 

 Look! Cover! Write!  

kit    

mud    

up    

back    

kick    

lock    

2.   Complete the sentences by adding the correct word from the list.  

kit       mud         up             back             kick               lock  

The _______________________ had mud on it.  

My cat had ______________________ on his paws.  

The ball went ____________ in the air from my kick. 

I gave the ball a big _______________ in the air.  

The door had a ____________________ on it.  

Sam shut the ________________ door of the house.  
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3. Challenge! Can you think of your own sentence using these words?  
 Remember: If you can’t say it, you can’t write it!  
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Word Time 4 

1. Practise spelling this set of words.  

 You must be able to spell these before completing your next challenge.  
 Remember: Use the look, cover, write, check strategy! 

 Look! Cover! Write!  

fan    

fat    

fish    

fun    

hen    

hit    

2.   Complete the sentences by adding the correct word from the list.  

fan           fat          fish              fun             hen              hit 

It was hot so I put the _______________ on.  

My cat was getting _________________.  

The ____________________ was in the pool.  

I put the _________________ back in the pen.  

Ben ____________________ the ball hard. 

I had ________________ with my mum at the park.  
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3. Challenge! Can you think of your own sentence using these words?  
 Remember: If you can’t say it, you can’t write it!  
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Word Time 4A 

1. Practise spelling this set of words.  

 You must be able to spell these before completing your next challenge.  
 Remember: Use the look, cover, write, check strategy! 

 Look! Cover! Write!  

let    

lip    

had    

met    

sack    

set    

2.   Complete the sentences by adding the correct word from the list.  

let          lip                had                 met             sack             set  

I _____________ Joe play with my ball.  

I hurt my _______________ on the wall.  

I _______________________ a boy at the park. 

I ______________ off to the shop with my dad. 

I _________________ a blue bag.  

I put a _____________ in the bin.  
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3. Challenge! Can you think of your own sentence using these words?  
 Remember: If you can’t say it, you can’t write it!  
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Word Time 5 

1. Practise spelling this set of words.  

 You must be able to spell these before completing your next challenge.  
 Remember: Use the look, cover, write, check strategy! 

 Look! Cover! Write!  

jam    

jet    

jog    

rat    

red    

run    

2.   Complete the sentences by adding the correct word from the list.  

jam              jet              jog                red              rat              run 

I went to the park for a _____________________.  

My mum and dad can _____________________ fast.  

I have a _______________________ hat.  

I love ___________________________ on toast.  

My pet _______________________ is called Pip.  

I went on a fast jumbo _____________________________.  
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3. Challenge! Can you think of your own sentence using these words?  
 Remember: If you can’t say it, you can’t write it!  
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Word Time 5A 

1. Practise spelling this set of words.  

 You must be able to spell these before completing your next challenge.  
 Remember: Use the look, cover, write, check strategy! 

 Look! Cover! Write!  

sock    

vet    

web    

wet    

win    

wish    

2.   Complete the sentences by adding the correct word from the list.  

sock       vet                web               wet                win              wish  

I lost a red ______________________ at the park. 

My pet rat had to go to the ____________.  

I saw a big __________________ at the side of me.  

I ________________ I could fly high.  

My dad likes to __________________ at cards. 

I went on a  boat and got __________________.  
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3. Challenge! Can you think of your own sentence using these words?  
 Remember: If you can’t say it, you can’t write it!  
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Word Time 1-5 Further Revision  

1. Practise spelling this set of words.  

 You must be able to spell these before completing your next challenge.  
 Remember: Use the look, cover, write, check strategy! 

 Look! Cover! Write!  

tip    

top    

ship    

shop    

yes    

yum    

2.   Complete the sentences by adding the correct word from the list.  

tip                top               ship               shop         yes           yum          

I have a red ____________________ and red shoes.  

My dad took me to the _________________ for some pop.  

The lolly was green and tasted ___________________.  

I wish my mum would say _____________ to me getting a cap.  

We went on a ____________________ across the sea.  

You need to hit it with the _____________________ of the bat.  
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3. Challenge! Can you think of your own sentence using these words?  
 Remember: If you can’t say it, you can’t write it!  
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Word Time 6 

1. Practise spelling this set of words.  

 You must be able to spell these before completing your next challenge.  
 Remember: Use the look, cover, write, check strategy! 

 Look! Cover! Write!  

bang    

box    

chat    

chin    

chop    

fox    

2.   Complete the sentences by adding the correct word from the list.  

bang           box          chat               chin                   chop                fox      

The car door made a loud ____________________! 

I saw a _______________________________ in the woods.  

I hit my _________________________ on the door.  

I helped _____________________ the food up.  

I had a _________________ with my mum and dad.  

I opened up the ________________ and shut it again.  
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3. Challenge! Can you think of your own sentence using these words?  
 Remember: If you can’t say it, you can’t write it!  
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Word Time 6A 

1. Practise spelling this set of words.  

 You must be able to spell these before completing your next challenge.  
 Remember: Use the look, cover, write, check strategy! 

 Look! Cover! Write!  

quit    

quiz    

sing    

six    

thick    

thin    

2.   Complete the sentences by adding the correct word from the list.  

quit          quiz                  sing                     six            thick           thin 

I like to _____________________ along with the music.  

I saw ________________ birds in my garden. 

I have _____________ legs and arms.  

I had to _________________ hurting Tom.  

My hair is ___________________ and black.  

I took part in the ______________ and won.  
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3. Challenge! Can you think of your own sentence using these words?  
 Remember: If you can’t say it, you can’t write it!  
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Word Time 6B 

1. Practise spelling this set of words.  

 You must be able to spell these before completing your next challenge.  
 Remember: Use the look, cover, write, check strategy! 

 Look! Cover! Write!  

thing    

this     

wing    

zap    

zip    

shin    

2.   Complete the sentences by adding the correct word from the list.  

thing        this                wing                   zap           zip          shin 

I hit my ______________________ on the wall.  

I saw a bird flap its __________________.  

I had to do my ____________________ up.  

I had ____________________ funny mask.   

The food needed a ____________ in the oven.  

I have this ______________ that helps me work it out 
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3. Challenge! Can you think of your own sentence using these words?  
 Remember: If you can’t say it, you can’t write it!  
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Word Time 7 

1. Practise spelling this set of words.  

 You must be able to spell these before completing your next challenge.  
 Remember: Use the look, cover, write, check strategy! 

 Look! Cover! Write!  

bell    

best    

blob    

blip    

brat    

clip    

2.   Complete the sentences by adding the correct word from the list.  

bell       best           blob                 blip              brat                    clip  

I _________________ get some work done.  

I like to ___________________ my hair up.  

I have a ___________________ of cream on my nose.  

I heard the __________________ ring.  

Tom was acting like a spoilt ______________________.  

The video game made a ____________ and a beep.  
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3. Challenge! Can you think of your own sentence using these words?  
 Remember: If you can’t say it, you can’t write it!  
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Word Time 7A 

1. Practise spelling this set of words.  

 You must be able to spell these before completing your next challenge.  
 Remember: Use the look, cover, write, check strategy! 

 Look! Cover! Write!  

dress    

drip    

drop    

flag    

flop    

frog    

2.   Complete the sentences by adding the correct word from the list.  

dress        drip            drop              flag                 flop                  frog 

I have a pink and black ______________________.  

I saw a ____________________ in the air.  

I had a ____________________ in my pond 

The tap went ____________________ drop.  

My dog was called _____________.  

I had to __________________ the ball.  
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3. Challenge! Can you think of your own sentence using these words?  
 Remember: If you can’t say it, you can’t write it!  
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Word Time 7B 

1. Practise spelling this set of words.  

 You must be able to spell these before completing your next challenge.  
 Remember: Use the look, cover, write, check strategy! 

 Look! Cover! Write!  

from    

gran    

grin    

mess    

pram    

prop    

2.   Complete the sentences by adding the correct word from the list.  

from                gran                grin              mess            pram          prop 

I got a card ___________________ my mum.  

I need to see my __________________ . 

My dad made me _______________ and laugh.  

I made such a  _____________________ of the room.  

The baby was in the ___________. 

I used the ______________ for the line.  
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3. Challenge! Can you think of your own sentence using these words?  
 Remember: If you can’t say it, you can’t write it!  
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Word Time 7C 

1. Practise spelling this set of words.  

 You must be able to spell these before completing your next challenge.  
 Remember: Use the look, cover, write, check strategy! 

 Look! Cover! Write!  

skid    

slid    

slip    

test    

think    

trip    

2.   Complete the sentences by adding the correct word from the list.  

skid                 slid                slip                  test           think           trip 

The _________________ was lots of fun.  

I need to do my ____________________.  

I _________________ you are great!  

I tried to ______________ passed my mum.  

The boys hand ___________________ in his coat.  

I did a big __________________ across the floor.  
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3. Challenge! Can you think of your own sentence using these words?  
 Remember: If you can’t say it, you can’t write it!  
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Word Time 7D 

1. Practise spelling this set of words.  

 You must be able to spell these before completing your next challenge.  
 Remember: Use the look, cover, write, check strategy! 

 Look! Cover! Write!  

skip    

well    

wink    

sink    

pink    

sell    

2.   Complete the sentences by adding the correct word from the list.  

skip         well              wink               sink             pink                sell 

The pig was ______________________.  

I like to __________________ in my garden. 

The _________________ was full of pots.  

My dad gave me a ________________.  

I like to _________________ my toys.  

I went to the ____________ for water.  
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3. Challenge! Can you think of your own sentence using these words?  
 Remember: If you can’t say it, you can’t write it!  


